Specialist education equipment
SPECIAL KEYBOARDS
**Joysticks**

You to accurately control computer’s mouse pointer and perform button clicks.
HeadMouse
IntegraMouse Plus
IntegraMouse Plus is a fully adequate computer mouse that is operated with the mouth. The mouse cursor is moved with the lips through minimal movements of the mouth piece. Possible users are persons with high-level paraplegia, with arm amputations or progressive diseases such as muscular dystrophy, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis or multiple sclerosis.
**Blinklt (eye-controlled)**- a device that enables people with disabilities to use computers through eye movements. The device's interface shows up on the monitor as a pop-up menu with 18 different commands, such as "copy," "paste," "select all," "drag and drop," "scroll" and "zoom in." To execute a specific command, the user just needs to look at its icon and blink once.
EyeTech

EyeTech is a portable eye tracker. The user can place the mouse pointer anywhere on the screen simply by looking at the desired location. “Clicking” can be done with an eye blink, or by staring (dwell). A separate switch and switch-adapted mouse can also be used for clicking.
Communicator
Braille Writing Slate
Braille Writing Stylus
Braille typewriter
Magnifier
Navigation system for the blind
Colored tags for clothes